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* * * To explore the field of Florida history, to seek
and gather up the ancient chronicles in which its annals are
contained, to retain the legendary lore which may yet throw
light upon the past, to trace its monuments and remains, to
elucidate what has been written, to disprove the false and support the true, to do justice to the men who have figured in the
olden time, to keep and preserve all that is known in trust
for those who are to come after us, to increase and extend the
knowledge of our history, and to teach our children that
first essential knowledge, the history of our State, are objects
well worthy of our best efforts. To accomplish these ends we
have organized the Historical Society of Florida.
Saint Augustine, April, 1857
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FREDERICK C. CUBBERLY
Frederick C. Cubberly, president of the Florida Historical Society, died at his home in
Gainesville on August twelfth. He had served as
vice-president since 1927, and was elected our
president at the annual meeting in February last.
A native of Chillicothe, Missouri, he came to
Florida in 1895, was appointed United States commissioner for the northern district of Florida in
1898, and collector of customs at Cedar Key in
1902. His first service as United States attorney
for the northern district of Florida was from
1908 to 1916; his second from 1923 until his death.
Florida’s history soon attracted him and for
many years it was one of his chief interests. Besides numerous published articles on this subject,
some of which have appeared in our QUARTERLY,
he was the author of The Dade Massacre ; and his
interest therein led to his appointment on the
state commission which established the Dade
Memorial Park.
During these last months he gave much of his
failing strength to the Society-in encouragement
during a difficult time, in wise action, in planning
for our future; and we are grateful.
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ARTHUR TILMAN WILLIAMS
In the afternoon of April 26, 1932, Arthur Tilman
Williams, for eleven years president of The Florida
Historical Society, died at his home in Jacksonville, of
complications resulting from an attack of influenza.
He was born in Palatka, Florida, August 16, 1857,
by a strange coincidence one hundred years to the day
after the removal of his maternal ancestors from Spain
to Florida. His parents were Marcellus A. Williams
and Emma Wightman Williams. His father was Florida’s most distinguished surveyor, who surveyed and
platted for the United States government the most
valuable set of section charts ever produced in the
state. Young Arthur went with his father on many of
his surveying trips into the then wild reaches of the
Territory and thus gained first-hand knowledge of the
elements that later became his life business-Florida
timber lands. He later published several maps of Florida that are still in use. He was land commissioner
of the old Florida Railway and Navigation Company,
now the Seaboard, and afterward of the Florida Land
and Mortgage Company. His advice and judgment
upon land matters in the state were widely sought.
Mr. Williams never sought political office ; but
yielding to the request of the people of Nassau County,
whither the family had returned after a short residence at Palatka, he was elected to the state senate
in 1896, and re-elected for every term until 1904,
when he resigned upon his removal to Jacksonville.
He was chairman of the state Democratic Committee
in 1902. President Wilson appointed him Federal fuel
administrator in November, 1917. His splendid administration of this difficult office was highly complimented. At the same time, he was on the executive
committee of the Red Cross ; was active in all of the
Liberty Loan and other campaigns for war work, and
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an active member of the Duval County home guards
during the war. He served his country well. His appointment to any office was considered by the public
as fortunate and his service was always attended by
confidence and respect.
The local business and social activities of Mr. Williams were very extensive. He was one of the organizers of the famous Wilson’s Battery military organization of this city. He was one of the organizers and
secretary of the American Trust Company, which is
now affiliated with the Atlantic National Bank; a
director of the Florida National Bank; and at the
time of his death was president of the Realty Investment Corporation, owner of the Williams building in
Jacksonville. He was a member of the State Library
Board and of the National Economic League. Florida
has lost a great man, a valuable citizen, a man who
never turned away when duty or charity called.
For many years Mr. Williams was actively interested in the work and progress of The Florida Historical Society and was its president from 1921 until
he resigned at the beginning of his late illness, only a
little more than a month before his death. His knowledge of Florida’s history, his love for his state, and a
desire to help others seeking truthful information
about it, brought him into contact with people from
many distant lands. The Society possesses a very
valuable library and it was largely through his personal
efforts and help that this large collection of Florida
material has been brought together. It is impossible
to weigh the value of Mr. Williams’s interest in the
Society. Up to the time of his death he provided a
room for the library at No. 7 West Forsyth Street,
Jacksonville, without expense to the Society. The Florida Historical Society has suffered a severe loss in the
passing of this friendly, kindly gentleman ; but though
we shall not see him again here, as long as The Florida
Historical Society lasts, he will never be forgotten.
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Mr. Williams married in 1887, Isabella M. Starke,
daughter of Captain John M. Starke of Volusia County, who was a captain in the Second Regiment of Florida troops in the War for Southern Independence. His
widow and four children survive him, among the latter being Mrs. Emma Rochelle Porter, assistant secretary of the Society and assistant editor of the QUARTERLY. The funeral of Mr. Williams was held at St;
Mary’s Episcopal Church in Jacksonville, of which he
was a faithful member. The body was taken to the old
home at Fernandina for interment in the family plot.
T. FREDERICK DAVIS
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HOW THE SPANIARDS EVACUATED
PENSACOLA IN 1763 1
In the spring of 1763, after the treaty had been
signed between England and Spain. by which the latter received back Havana in exchange for Florida,
Don Julian de Arriaga, the chief minister of the Spanish monarch, wrote to Don Diego Ortiz Parrilla, the
governor of San Miguel de Pensacola, that Lieutenant
General Count De Ricla had been commissioned to
the high command of the whole island of Cuba to receive Havana and deliver up Florida, including Pensacola, to the British commissioners. In effecting these
transfers the king’s orders and De Ricla’s instructions
were to be punctually obeyed. 2
Early in July De Ricla sent several communications
to Parrilla relating to the evacuation of Pensacola by
the Spaniards and its delivery to the British. One
of these was a copy of the instructions to be observed
in carrying out the program. In articles 19 and 20 of
the final treaty it had been agreed that the Catholic
king might withdraw his artillery and other effects,
and that such of his subjects as wished to change
their habitations might sell their property to the incoming British and freely depart within a period of
eighteen months from the signing of the instrument.
Parrilla was therefore to lose no time in making an
inventory of the artillery and in collecting and embarking it. He was also to admit to the ships of his
transport service without charge the Spaniards and
their families who wished to leave. All costs would be
borne by the king. The troops, convicts, and slaves,
1 documents on which this article is based are all contained in Folder 228, General Archives of the Indies, Seville
(Santo Domingo, Louisiana and Florida, 86-7-11).
2 Arriaga to Governor Parrilla, Apr. 19, 1763.
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if there were any of the last named, were likewise to
depart; but precautions were to be taken to see that
none of these three classes of persons deserted. If any
did get away, even to the British, they must be recovered. According to the royal orders, both passengers and freight were to be conveyed to Vera Cruz,
except in case of adverse winds or some accident rendering that plan impossible, when they would be earried to Havana. The evacuation was to be executed as
quickly as possible and with quietness, good faith, and
harmony. 3
Parrilla was informed that the restitution of
Havana had already taken place, and that as soon as
the king’s order should be presented to him by the
person designated by the British commander, William
(i. e., Augustus) Keppel, the delivery of the presidio
to that commissioner and the evacuation were to be
accomplished. Parrilla was further notified that De
Ricla was sending in advance Don Joseph Bernet and
Don Lazaro Alberja to assist him in the tasks at hand.
As an artillery officer, the latter was to make an inventory of the ordnance and its equipment and promote their embarkation. The former was to give his
attention to such other services as he might render,
but without interfering or assuming authority that
belonged to the governor. In case the British commissioner caused trouble, Parrilla was to adjust it with
him if possible; otherwise he was to enter a formal
protest in writing and leave the settlement of the complaint to the Spanish court. If it should be impossible
to remove all the inhabitants and effects in the first
embarkation a reliable person was to be left in charge
of whatever remained for transportation by the second one. The natives were to be persuaded tactfully
to withdraw to Vera Cruz, thus avoiding the contin3 Ricla to Parrilla, Jul. 6, 1763 (two letters and a set of
instructions).
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gencies of a new dominion and an antagonistic religion, while receiving compensation from the king for
their losses in Pensacola. 4
Three frigates and a sloop under the command of
Don Miguel de Cabrera, a lieutenant of the navy, set
sail on the voyage from Havana to the presidio to
bring Bernet and Alberja with their instructions as
assistants in the evacuation, De Cabrera being entrusted with the sum of fifteen hundred pesos for
Governor Parrilla, who was to apply it in paying the
extraordinary expenses of the service and employ the
vessels as transports. De Cabrera was again to be in
charge of navigation.
On August 5 the British commissioner, Lieutenant
Colonel Augustin Prevost, arrived at Pensacola with
three hundred and fifty men of his regiment, the 60th
or Royal American. He had been in the siege of
Havana, whence the English and American troops
sailed on July 10. His four transports promptly separated themselves from the rest of the fleet and headed
for Pensacola under convoy of the frigate Richmond,
the voyage occupying nearly four weeks. He brought
with him three thousand livres for the support of his
battalion and for unforeseen expenses. He had been
informed that there were less than three hundred
people in the presidio to which he was going, but overstated the actual number by more than four hundred
when he wrote that the population was twelve hundred. Perhaps he counted in his own force, which
would have made it somewhat more than eleven hundred. He noted that the fort was in very bad condition, and also that its armament consisted of fortyfour pieces of artillery of different calibres.
Ten days after the British ships had entered the
bay the Spanish vessels arrived, but it was soon discovered that they would not nearly accommodate all the
4 Ricla to Parrilla, Jul. 15, 1763.
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emigrants, their portable possessions, and the royal
ordnance and stores. This problem was ultimately
solved, as we shall see later, by employing four
English vessels that happened to be in port. The possibility of a shortage of shipping had been anticipated
by De Ricla, who had ordered Parrilla to provide himself with any additional transports he might require,
whether under the Spanish or a foreign flag. 5
Meanwhile, the Indians from the northward, including parties of Tallapoosas, Apiskas, Creeks, and
Chickasaws, visited Pensacola, received some small
presents from Colonel Prevost, and were assured by
him of the protection of the British king. These visits
seem to have impressed the commissioner with the
menace of having woods so close to the fort, and he
decided to have them cleared up at once. He had
brought with him some sutlers, cannon, powder, and
other equipment, besides a supply of provisions; but
he needed more artillery. Hence he borrowed six cannon from a merchant and hoped to obtain others from
the frigate Richmond and from a Captain Douglas,
who had promised him some. Two leagues south of
Pensacola was another fort, at one end of Rose Island,
which was a long sandbank. This outpost served to
show the entrance to the port and signaled vessels at
sea. The island had been used as a place of banishment for Spanish convicts.
Apart from wondering how long he and his battalion would be kept at Pensacola, Colonel Prevost
had a few matters to worry him. Although he had an
ample store of provisions, he was dissatisfied with the
bread, which he described as “only another Thing consisting of a mass of Dust filled with Insects.” While
he was on board of the frigate and another officer
was in command on shore, the latter was insulted by
a drunken lieutenant, who was doing guard duty.
5 Ricla to De Arriaga, Sept. 24, 1763.
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When Prevost returned he found that the lieutenant
had been placed under arrest, and, though he exerted
himself to reconcile the two, he failed and therefore
reported the case to General Amherst. A more disturbing situation confronted him in the fact that the
term of service of half his men had expired, and that
they had been promised their. discharge by the commander in chief and by General Keppel. However,
under the existing circumstances their colonel did not
see how he could fulfill those promises.
Many of the inhabitants of Mobile had come over
to see Prevost and had manifested marked impatience
because a British force had not taken possession of
that place, from which Pensacola procured its fresh
provisions. 6
There was within the limits of the presidio of
Pensacola the pueblo or village of Punta Rasa, which
was occupied by a little colony of Christian Indians.
These red men had been dispossessed of a former
pueblo in 1761 by a superior force of Tallapoosas and
had been allowed to settle close to the Spaniards and
under their protection. They were now in consternation at the prospect of being deserted by their white
friends. Hence they petitioned to Governor Parrilla
to be permitted to accompany the other inhabitants to
Vera Cruz. They claimed that on various occasions
they had maintained a firm defense of the Catholic
religion against the infidel Tallapoosas, and that if
taken along they would keep their faith and gladly
sacrifice their lives under the protection of the Spanish king. However, should they be obliged to remain
behind they would suffer extreme persecution at the
hands of the infidels. To this petition was appended
a list of nineteen families and twenty-one individuals,
totaling thirty-eight men and seventy women and chil6 Prevost to Amherst, Aug. 31 and Sept. 3, 1763.
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dren. The governor took pity on their distress and
granted their request. 7
On first arriving at Pensacola, Prevost had presented to its governor a letter from De Ricla along
with the royal order of April 19 received from the
same official, at Havana, authorizing the transfer of
Pensacola, its bay, and dependencies. Without more
explicit directions, Governor Parrilla realized that
promptness of action in making preparations for the
evacuation was expected of him and set to work at
once. He was soon fully enlightened, however, by the
instructions brought by Bernet and Alberja and by
several informative letters from De Ricla. It was
made plain that the two officers from Havana had
been sent to expedite arrangements,, Bernet being authorized to make suggestions of whatever in his opinion would be conducive to that end. He was also to
exert his influence in inducing the inhabitants to remove from ‘the danger of British rule, which might
not harm the religion of the parents but would furnish an example that might lead their unwitting children astray. In case some of the people could not be
taken in the first embarkation the older ones were
to be left, so that they might sell their property. Further, Bernet was to do what he could to hasten the
departure of the troops, prevent desertion, and aid in
navigation. Alberja was to attend to the shipment of
the artillery and its accessories and be responsible
that nothing of any kind in the presidio or its storehouses should be lost. When they had performed their
duties, the two assistants were to return directly to
Havana. 8
One of Bernet’s tasks was to make an enumeration
of the troops and other people for transportation to
7 of the Catholic Indians to Parrilla, no date.
8 Ricla’s Instructions to Bernet and Alberja, Jul. 6,
1763.
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Vera Cruz. His report is dated August 24 and gives
the following for the different groups:
Company of Infantry, officers
women
Company of Cavalry, officers
women
Light Artillery,
officers
women
Convicts,
Citizens,
men,
women
Catholic Indians,
(noted

and soldiers,
and children,
and soldiers,
and children,
and soldiers,
and children,
and children,
above)

92
51
48
15
20
23
105
17
101
108

Total,

722

In addition to the groups listed above, Bernet mentions a few other people, as follows: Governor Parrilla ; Colonel Don Phelipe Ceringan, an engineer ; a
paymaster in Mexico on leave ; an official in the paymaster’s office ; an adjutant ; a surgeon ; two Franciscan monks ; Don Thomas Sebastiam, a lieutenant
of cavalry, in Havana on leave; Don Juan Ygnasio
Viveros, a lieutenant; and, finally, a pilot and seven
sailors on a sloop bound for Vera Cruz. These persons and their families made forty-two more, or altogether seven hundred and seventy-two.
Another task in which Bernet had a large share
was that of registering and appraising the houses and
lots of the departing Spaniards. In this he was assisted by Don Pedro Amoscotigui y Bermudo, a lieutenant of infantry ; Joseph Velasques, the master of
works and of carpenters; and Joseph Turbal. This
board received notices from the owners of houses both
within and without the stockade, or precinct as it was
often called, but who had not been able to sell them to
the British subjects. The board registered these properties, wrote descriptions of them, and appraised
them. The undertaking was not an arduous one, for
the houses and lots numbered only twenty-eight. The
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appraisal prices ranged all the way from sixty pesos
up to fifteen hundred, the average being three hundred and forty-five. However, more than half of the
properties ranged considerably below the average. 9
On September 2, the day before the little fleet of
eight vessels sailed away, Parrilla wrote to De Ricla
that the sale of the houses within the stockade had not
been effected, and that the only reason why the British officers had occupied them was because they Were
without other decent accommodations. He requested
his correspondent to take the necessary steps to afford
relief to the owners of those buildings. But Colonel
Prevost was acting under the representation that the
houses within the precinct were the property of the
Spanish monarch and were therefore to be surrendered
without purchase as a part of the fort. As the domiciles outside were not subject to this objection, they
and other possessions of their owners had been sold
without difficulty to the officers and soldiers of the
British camp. 10
Parrilla also explained to De Ricla why he had not
been able to secure an earlier sailing of his vessels,
despite his industry, efficiency, and experience of the
country. He was retarded by a number of difficulties.
There was the lack of bread and the poor provision
for making it in a short time. Then there was the
scarcity of vessels for water and the insufficient number of transports for all the passengers at a time when
a long voyage was in prospect and at a season when
calms and contrary winds were to be expected on those
coasts. Although the British officers. had considerately furnished some water vessels and provisions, it
had required time to prepare the many more needed.
The extra transports for the emigrants and moveables
had been obtained by chartering several vessels and
9 Parrilla’s orders for appraisals, and the report of the appraisers, Aug. 17, 18, 19, 1763.
10 Parrilla to De Ricla, Sept. 2, 1763 (two letters).
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buying a frigate, which were paid for with the surplus flour, unfit for export, in the royal storehouses.
Another cause of delay had been the superabundant
supply of provisions, which had come on June 30 in
the last shipment from Vera Cruz by order of the viceroy of Mexico, and had been intended for the relief of
the garrison of Pensacola and that of Apalachee. Including all the items of provisions, ordnance, ammunition, small arms, etc., which belonged to the crown,
there were more than three thousand pieces of average
size and weight. There were also the seven hundred
and seventy-two passengers themselves with their accumulation of military and civilian baggage. All of
these were beyond the capacity of the three frigates
and the sloop brought by Naval Lieutenant De Cabrera, in company with Messrs. Bernet and Albarja.
The sloop had already sailed for Havana with the two
latter, the convicts, and some families who were not
going to Vera Cruz. Another sloop had set out for
the other destination, but on what mission is not
stated. Bernet was carrying with him plans of the
coast, bay, and its entrance. All the other people were
to be taken to Vera Cruz. The three chartered vessels were being employed for the conveyance of provisions. In his letter to De Ricla detailing all these
arrangements and explanations, Parrilla enclosed a
plan of the presidio of Pensacola showing its situation
and its few buildings, nearly all of which had been
built without architect or conveniences of construction during the two years of his command. 11
The only Spaniard who remained at Pensacola
after its evacuation was Don Carlos Ricardos, who was
detained as the custodian of the cargo of a sloop that
had grounded on the coast. The goods it had carried
had been collected and entrusted to him by Don Juan
11 Parrilla to De Ricla, Sept. 2, 1763 (third letter); list of
war equipment, provisions, etc., no date.
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Joseph Hamedi, an inhabitant of the place, who was
to send for them.
On September 24 De Arriaga wrote to De Ricla
that he had communicated to the king the arrangements the latter had made in advance for the transfer
of Pensacola and Florida to the English commissioners and the prompt organization and dispatch of
the embarkations, all of which merited the particular
approbation of his majesty.
WILBUR H. SIEBERT
Ohio State University
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THE WILDERNESS AND SPOTTSYLVANIA,
MAY 4-12, 1864
The diary, which is here reproduced, was found among
the effects of my, father, the late James Walter Roberts (Co.
L. 6th Alabama Infantry, Confederate States Army), after his
death in Jacksonville, Florida, on January 13th, 1912. It records incidents that I frequently heard him mention in his life
time.
My father was born near Hamilton, Georgia, October 17th,
1839; reared near Notasulga, Alabama; removed to Florida in
1868, and was thereafter a resident of this State. For twentyfive years he was an orange grower at Orange Bend, Florida;
for several years thereafter he was engaged in phosphate mining in Marion and Citrus counties. His later years were spent
principally in St. Petersburg, Tampa, and Tallahassee. He
died shortly after making Jacksonville his home. He was married at Leesburg 1880 to Elizabeth Bell Hubbard, a native
of Eutaw, Alabama, who followed him into eternal life March
14th, 1912.
I am content that my father’s narrative shall bear its own
witness to his character as a soldier and as a man. Such would
be his wish.
ALBERT HUBBARD ROBERTS

Tallahassee.

[On a fly-leaf :]
J. W. ROBERTS
Co. “L.” 6th Ala. Regt.
May 24th 1864
Wednesday, May 4th/64
Left winter quarters this morning for our position
on the Rapidan to meet a supposed attack on that
portion of the line. The day was extremely warm
and the march fatiguing. Arrived at Raccoon Ford
about 11 a.m.-halted and rested some two hoursthen commenced the march for Mine Run-distant
about ten miles-The sun continued to favour us with
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his scorching rays-and not a few of the “Hardy Veterans” of Lee were compelled to stop and seek rest
beneath the tempting shades of the forest trees along
the line of march-We reached the fortifications at the
Run about four o’clock p. m. remaining near two
h o u r s - We then received orders to move forward
and marched for Locust Grove some four miles distant in the direction of Germanna Ford. Reached this
place about dark and camped for the night-Cooked
rations and prepared ourselves for the next days, severe operations
Thursday, May 5th 1864
Rec’d. marching orders this morning about 8
o’clock & started off, but the intentions of the enemy
not being precisely ascertained-they were countermanded-made several other attempts to leave but
were finally left to remain quietly-were again ordered to prepare for the march & were soon in motion-proceeding in the direction of Wilderness Post
Office- We advanced carefully - cautiously, & quite
slowly-and met the enemy in force in a few miles of
the old Wilderness battlefield-about 1 o’clock p.m.
Johnston’s Divn. had gone in advance and by this time
two of his Brigades, Jones’Virginia Brig. on the left
of the road and Stafford’s La. Brig. on the rightThey had not been long engaged-the Yankees assuming quite a hostile air, and bringing on the engagement-when Rodes was ordered to throw forward his
supporting column-Battle’s Brig. was positioned on
the left of the Road-supporting Jones. Dole’s on the
right supporting Stafford-We pressed forward and
soon came to Jones’men lying in line and firing into
the Yankee column as it advanced-The contending
forces were about eighty yards apart and the contest
becoming warmer each minute-On getting to Jones’
line, ours became unsteady-each man appearing as
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if halting between two opinions-No one seemed for
a moment to know whether to halt or go on-It was
no time for such indecision-The Enemy’s Bullets
were flying too thick to consider long what should be
done. I looked with a searching eye and sad heart for
a Commander for no one could have failed just then
to have seen the necessity for one- It was not long,
however, before-looking down the lines to the rightI saw the brave Col. Lightfoot, walking up the line,
his sword above his head-uttering in loud accents
the command “Forward’‘-we pressed on with a
shout and the 61st being next regt. on our left followed suit-we were soon in forty paces of the Yankees who we found standing erect and firing deliberately enough but the woods were fortunately very
thick and they had not discovered our true position
and there being a gradual ascent to them their shots
were mostly directed too high-passing over our
heads- They appeared at once amazed, as soon as we
commenced pouring into their ranks our well directed
storm of lead- It was more than they could stand
and in less than three minutes their line broke. * * * *
Some say that the cause of the momentary confusion
throughout the brigade, when we first came to Jones’
line was an order * * * to the brig. to retreat * * * *
One thing is certain, that the 6th and 61st did not get
the order, but went “Forward” broke the Yankee’s
lines, routed them, took a section of artillery from
them, both regts. fighting as hard as men ever fought,
loosing, together only 20 men killed dead on the field,
and killing at least 150, captured as many wounded
prisoners as we lost wounded in the fight. After driving this routed column of “Regulars” and N. York
Zouaves for more than a half mile-we heard a heavy
firing on the right of the road, and directly in our
rear - Here Doles was fighting and had failed to drive
them as we had, and soon Col. Lightfoot learned that
a flanking column was about to cut us off - I was near

.
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him and saw from his troubled countenance that there
was something wrong- We were ordered quietly to
fall back and it was with no little reluctance that we
obeyed-None liked the idea of being thus compelled
to give up the ground which had been so hardly wonHere everything bore quite the appearance of a “Battlefield”-Every sapling and every twig were-some
many times-pierced with balls-The dead & wounded
Yankees and those who had thrown down their arms,
with the intention of surrendering lay thick upon the
ground. The extreme cowardice of one poor fellow I
think I can never forget-As I passed him where he
lay hugging the ground and shaking as if he had upon
him a half dozen agues, he requested, “Mister” in a
most pitiful manner to take him “away.” I informed
him that I didn’t have time, and asked him if he was
wounded. He said he was not, but a prisoner-I
pointed the course for him to take and told him in
plain terms to “strike a trot.” He sprang to his feet
& I am sure a race-horse could not have overtaken
him- On getting back to the top of the hill-to the
astonishment of most of us-we were nearly cut off,
and the only means of escape was by a very cautious
flank movement to the right-The thickness of the
woods again favored us, and in a few minutes by
careful management had succeeded in getting out of
the “scrape” formed our lines parallel with the woods
and at right angles with the Yankee lines whose right
rested on the road-We then pressed forward-falling so heavily upon his right wing as to cause the entire of that portion of the line to break away in confusion-Here we captured quite a number of prisoners, flocking to us with hats and handkerchiefs in
their hands as if eager to fight us no more. Joining
in with Doles we pressed them so closely as not to
give them time to reform their lines and they were
most unmercifully dealt with in their retreat-we ran
them over a portion of the same ground over which
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we had fought them not more than an hour previousand pursued them with safety much further-but
there was a stopping place even, for “Victorious
Rebels,” and at the far extremity of the very large
field over which we had just seen them rush so wildly,
concealed in the edge of the woods, lay their supports-“still as Death.” We were now advancing in
considerable disorder, and not once thinking of the
extreme danger just ahead-On approaching within
about sixty yards of the woods, we were met by a
shower of whistling “minnies” which all who escaped
them will be very apt to remember. We had orders
to “lie down” and as they were not only expected but
very agreeable we all layed down-We were not
strong enough, and were not in proper order for “a
charge”-We fired on them, a few rounds, but to
what effect I do not know-It seemed to me that we
only made them the madder. Maybe, I was “skeered.”
I can’t tell-It was here that a ball gave me a glancing stroke on the shoulder-not a gentle one by any
means-and I soon made up my mind that I had “got
a furlough” I threw down my gun and “got” back to
a little branch about thirty paces behind me, and hugged its bottom as if I was not at all afraid of being
made sick-Here I remained quite an hour I think in
this uncomfortable position-the banks of the branch
scarcely affording “protection” for my already
“wounded” body I imagined that bullets never flew
any thicker or made more hideous music-After a
while the firing ceased and I looked up and around to
see what had become of the “Rebels” and to my surprise they had all disappeared, when or where I did
not know-And there I lay within eighty yards of the
Yankee lines, and not a friend in sight-If I ran off
in the open field I would be shot, if I remained til
night in order to effect my escape they would advance
& capture me-a nice dilemma for a wounded man to
be in- I concluded to “run the gauntlet” if they shot
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me, So throwing off a full-stuffed haversack which I
had captured, & to which I felt very much attached
on account of the quantities of “beef” and “hard tack”
which I had reason to suppose it contained, I struck
off at the speed of 2.40 until I got beyond gun-shot
range from them, and strange to tell, there was not
a shot fired at me, if so, I don’t know it - I soon found
the Regt. & on examining my “wound” found to my
great astonishment that the skin was not even broken
and after all that I was much “worse scared than
hurt,” But my shoulder was very sore, for all this, and
I was excused that night from the duty of building
the fortifications - and plundering the Battle-field,
which I very much regretted-I found that but few
of the boys were wounded-or missing-and after
talking over the mighty events of the day-and eating
a small snack of coffee and crackers went to bedleaving the rest to finish the breast works-not however until I had shown them a bullet hole in my hatone in my knapsack one through my haversack, which
had passed through my sugar-dish and “spilt” my
sugar all of which I boasted as though they were
“marks” of “honor”- Gen. Gordon visited and complimented us after the BattleFriday, May 6th
The Enemys Pickets are in sight but they show no
signs of a desire to renew the fight-I take a stroll
over the Battlefield of yesterday to see what damage
we did the enemy and what had been received at his
hands-and to look up if possible a couple of the missing Co. “L.” I was still more completely astonished
at, and struck with the difference between the losses
of the contending two Armies. The Battlefield showed
for itself-and their dead were without exaggeration
at least ten to our one. We remain all day behind the
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breastworks of last nights erection improving them
by additional strength wherever needed -& are
troubled not a little with the close whizzing of an
occasional Yankee Bullet. The Enemy shows no disposition to advance against our position, for it is a
splendid ridge, fortified and bristling with cannon-in
front of which is a broad field of near one hundred
acres-No troops in the world * * * could be brought
to a successful Assault upon such a line during daylight-If they charge in here, they may all “say their
prayers” before hand - They are willing to make a
“child’s bargain” and agree to “let us alone.” A quarter of a mile to our left the works leave the field, turning a little backward and placing in its front, thence,
a body of heavy-timbered woods. This woods was in
front of Gen. Gordon and it was against him they
threw their heavy masses, in several unsuccessful attempts to break the lines at that point, throughout the
latter part of the evening. Every gun could be heard
where we were, and we well knew that somebody was
getting “hurt”-Gordon is not the man to let them off
with a “lick & promise.” At the same time a very
heavy engagement is progressing on Gen. Hill’s front.
Considerably to our Right-and we dont know at
what times Rodes will have to show his “colors” but
they are disgracefully beaten on both flanks and cease
their vain endeavor to scare the “Rebels.” Gordon
sends for Gen. Lee, after the fight & desires him to
ride over the ground ‘“If he wished to see a Battlefield”-Today we hear of the death of Gen. Joneskilled yesterday-and that Gen. Stafford was mortally
wounded-One of the Co. wounded by a stray shot
from the Enemy’s pickets - Col
of the artillery on our portion of the line killed-Several of the
regt. killed- It is quite dangerous to go after a drink
of water-So constant is the firing kept up by them.
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Saturday, May 7th

:’

Today there are feints made upon various portions
of the line-doubtless to divert Gen. Lee’s attention
from the enemy’s true designs- But the old “Coon”
is too sharp for Grant-and the moment the latter
commences his flank movement to the left-in order
to turn our Right-Gen. Lee commences moving to the
Right to meet him-Gen. Longstreet is wounded and
his Corps being on the extreme right, was moved commencing about dark and commanded by Gen. Anderson-in the direction of Spottsylvania C. H. arriving
there and defeating the advance of the Yankee Column
early the next morning-Our Div. was in motion by
12 o’clock p.m. and moved slowly to fill the vacancy
caused by the removal of the other Corps. I shall never
forget this night’s march, for although we did not go
more than four or five miles, we were all night accomplishing it, and were quite as worn out as though we
had marched fifteen- We stop to rest about day, and
supposing that we had got to our position on the line
“fixed down” for a snooze, considerably pestered to
know what is to be done next- The morning finds
us in the arms of “Morpheus”Sunday, May 8th
We got marching orders late this morning, and
following the route taken by Longstreet’s Corpsproceeded to march for Spottsylvania C. H. Distant
some 15 miles-The sun never shone more warmly and
it would have been impossible to have suffered more
than we did from its scorching heat as we moved
swiftly along-about four o’clock the men began to
show unmistakable signs of extreme fatigue-and began to “fall out” at every shade, for the purpose of
refreshing themselves-many threw away their knap-
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sacks-even their Haversacks, with rations, in order
to keep up, and the road may be said to have been
“carpeted” with blankets-Some would faint & fall
as they marched on-The day and the march, both,
reminded me of the one, just a year before, on which
Jackson’s Corps flanked the Enemy near Chancellorsville, we were brought up to our point on the road, and
halted about an hour before sun-down-Here Dr. McCaine came to see us and instead of being dressed in
that “gaudy” attire in which we expected to find him,
he was in his shirt-sleeves, having on a pair of ordinary Con. pants & shoes * * * * * We had already heard
musketry in our front and at that time a portion of
McLaw’s Division was engaged about a mile aheadOur Division was ordered to the front. Arriving a
short [distance] in rear of McLaw, just before sundown-The Divn. had scarcely time to be drawn up in
“battle array,” which we did in an old field under a
“shower” of “Ball and shell” when we were ordered
to advance -We moved rapidly forward, through
woods, thickets, fields, briar patches, over fences &cfor a quarter of a mile, when we came to McLaw’s men
lying in lines and engaging the enemy-then advancing, at the distance of about one hundred yards. We
made no halt at them but passing rapidly over them
soon made the saucy Yankees “about face” and hunt
a more comfortable position a short distance farther
back-they- retreated however, with much reluctance,
and it was not until hard fighting was done, that they
fell back to their entrenchments-It was near dark,
and the Brigade being very much scattered nothing
more could be done. Men were firing in the direction
of the Enemy from almost every tree and those who
moved to the front were in more real danger from our
own men than the Yankees, who had by this time
ceased their fires almost entirely-Here the Enemy
captured many of the brigade-We were then in fifty
yards of the Enemy’s breastworks-here I saw Col.
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Swanson and asked him where was the Brigade. He
said he did not know. I struck up with the color
bearer of the Regt., he desired to go ahead-I told him
it would not do, that besides the danger of being
shot from the rear by our own men we might run into
the Yankee lines, and be captured, that I was sure the
regt. was not ahead of me &c. But away he went, and
finally I concluded that probably I was mistaken, and
would go on and see- The night was dark and the
woods very thick- I walked leisurely along and
cautiously, too, for I “smelt a rat” mighty strong. I
had got within thirty steps of their lines when I heard
them cry out to some, in advance of me, to “come in,”
“Lay down your guns and come in,” but as I had not
been discovered by them, I took a notion-“of a sudd e n ”- that I would come out-and “about facing”
my Regiment I was soon out of danger and congratulated myself on my lucky escape- It was here that
Col. Lightfoot fell in with them, and came near being
“used up” he got to their lines before he knew itbut being somewhat of a warrior “himself” ordered the
whole party to surrender-But he didn’t know whom
he was “fooling with.” One fellow leveled his musket to fire, but the Col. pointing his pistol at his breast
ordered him to surrender which he did. But he was
fired on by another, the ball passing through his left
arm. He made his Escape-Lt. Slaughter was taken
prisoner and the color-bearer with the colors about
the same time- We reformed the Regt & Brigade,
and rested on the field for the night-On getting the
Compy together we found that it had “Come out” very
well, only three were missing whom we supposed to
be prisoners-By this time you may guess we were a
set of worn-out “Rebels,‘‘-We had marched all day
until sundown, and what is much more fatiguing had
been maneuvering and fighting the remainder of the
time-We slept on our arms, not even undoing
blankets to add to our comfort -Sam, having broken
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down on the march, is absent-He is quite too sick to
endure the fatigues of a march.
Monday, May 9th
There is no fighting today of consequence-Our
position is a short distance in rear of Ramseur whose
men are busy throwing up entrenchments -We built
a strong breastwork in our front to secure us from
shells, should they become engaged in front- There
is a spade or two in the regiment but the most of
us are compelled to make use of hatchets, bayonets,
cups and whatever else we can find, with which, as
rapidly as possible, we may complete the work. The
day passes off quietly considering that the “Grand
Armies” of Lee and Grant are so close together. But
both armies are fortifying and it seems to be fashionable now to fortify-then fight. Our line is of a very
singular shape, & besides the many small anglesits general direction from left to right is something
like the letter (S)
Tuesday, May 10th
Today we occupy our same position, and continue
to strengthen our works- About 11 o’clock A.M. the
enemy commences a number of unsuccessful assaults
upon a portion of McLaw’s line, some distance to our
left. They storm the works thirteen different times,
but accomplish nothing in their vain attempts to break
the lines at that point. They finally quit entirely and
everything for a time is quiet. Just before sundown
they make a desperate assault in three lines of Battle
upon that portion of Rodes’Divn. occupied by Doles’
Brigade. The line at this point made a bend, similar
in shape to a horseshoe- There was a large field in
front of this-but owing to the nature of the ground
they approached in one place undiscovered within
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thirty yards of the Breastworks. They came with
trailed arms, at a “double-quick”. They were met
with “volley after volley” and though they fell by hundreds, their places were filled by thousands, and on
they came without stopping to fire (some falling upon
the very top of the breastworks) until they got within bayoneting distance of Dole’s men. They then delivered their fire with telling effect in the ranks of our
boys. Two Companies of the 4th Ga. being overcome
in this way, surrendered, those of them who could not
escape-This gave the Yankees a foot-hold-a starting point-and very soon the entire brigade was
whipped, and forced to surrender their works-The
Yankees being encouraged by this temporary advantage soon fell upon Daniell’s Right flank and rear-he
being on Dole’s left-and his men were soon driven
from their works- This gave them possession of a
half mile of our fortifications-and several pieces of
Artillery-This must be recovered speedily or the day
is lost-Gordon’s and Battle’s Brigade are ordered
forward-and assist each other in regaining the lost
ground-The Yankees fought with unusual desperation, and where the Artillery was contended as stubbornly for it as though it was their own-Right here
the scene bore more the appearance of my early impressions of a Battlefield than anything I have seen
since the war began. The Sun was just setting and
the immense volumes of smoke which rose from the
musketry so darkened its rays as to give it the appearance of a bright moon-shining night- We were
near an hour in repossessing the works - at all
points- The loss of the Regt was slight, considering
with what desperation the Yankees fought us-They
were undoubtedly the bravest fellows that we ever
met, and their wounded and dying who fell into our
hands were as stubborn and as uncomplaining as their
“Dead” I think Grant must have disposed of a quan-
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tity of his bravest and best troops in this fight-They
were brought to the Assault with blankets rolled and
across their shoulders and their knapsacks off-Rebel
fashion- They were doubtless picked men, and the
very best in the Northn. Army. Gen. Rodes displayed
great skill and courage in this fight and proved himself worthy of the praise he has received from so many
sources-He remained in the thickest of the fight,
cheering the men to deeds of valor. Gens. Lee and
Ewell were there- It is said that Gen. Lee got a bullet shot through his clothing & Gen. Ewell had his
“Peg leg” broken. The day ended in our favor, but the
loss of Dole’s Brig. was heavy--especially in prisoners. We took position in the entrenchments, and carpetting its bottom with blankets, tent-flies and oilcloths-rested, undisturbed, “upon our arms.”
Wednesday, May 11th
Just after day-break this morning we move down
the lines to the left about a half mile and take the
position of Jenkins’Brigade the day before. In our
front is a large tract of heavy-timbered woods, the
under-growth being cut down to the distance of a
hundred yards, in order to retard the progress of the
enemy should he aim at that point- The works,
though pretty strong, were found to be inferior in
strength to those which we had built, and we were
soon at work-a slow rain commenced falling about
noon, and continued throughout the day & nightWe remain in the trenches not knowing at what
moment the Pickets-only a short distance in frontmay indicate the approach of the Enemy. Besides my
Rifle, which had a “minnie” in it for some Yankee’s
heart, I have an extra musket at my side, loaded with
Buck-shot, which I have reason to believe will bring
down at least a couple, and although I have no very
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particular wish for them to “advance” I have a great
desire to give them this load of “grape"-Nothing of
interest occurs today.
Thursday, May 12th
Having kept up one third of the Company all night
on the watch, we are up “by times” this morning and
ready to give the “Yanks” a “formal” reception, when
they feel like “pitching in”- They are still in front as
a “marble statue” and if their pickets have moved
hand or foot we do not know it- A short distance to
our left the enemy commences quite a lively cannonading at our works and Batteries, to which the latter
reply in rather a cool manner. When this is finished
and things become again quiet, it is about 7 o’clock
and the rain streams down in light but constant drops
from the dark clouds above. A short calm prevails
but we feel that the Lion has only paused to make sure
his leap. Everything is quiet, but the next passing
breeze “brings to our ears the clash of arms”- From
that portion of the line occupied by Johnston’s Divn.
the war of artillery and musketry proceeds- and from
the extent of the firing we know that bloody work is
going on-We remain easy, being satisfied that Johnston will hold his ground. We soon learn that the fight
has gone contrary to our expectations and are told
that the enemy have, in this brief period of time, obtained possession of the works- The news was sad,
in the extreme, to those of us who had participated in
the fight of the 10th for we too well knew the extent
of the work, upon which we were now about to enterIt is astonishing upon what a slender thread hangs the
“fortunes of the day” in battle, or the “fate of a nation” struggling for existence. It is a sad day for
us * * * * * Rodes’Divn. is moved rapidly to the right
and thrown forward for the purpose of re-taking the
breastworks and Artillery (about 20 pieces) thus for
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a time surrendered to the Enemy- They are now
within our second line of fortifications and pushing
hurriedly ahead, throwing the captured Artillery upon
us, and as we advanced to meet them, we dashed upon
them with a “genuine” Confederate yell, and did not
stop to fire upon them- They made a hasty retreat
back to the works nearest them at which they made
a short stand. We took this from them without much
difficulty, but the work was not yet more than begunThe Artillery, except a few pieces they had rolled off,
now stood between the contending parties we- behind
our second line of fortifications-they the first &
strongest. The Artillery is ours-the Breastworks,
just eighty yards ahead is ours, and they must not be
abandoned, or the day is lost-We fight them here
some half-hour-and I despose of half my ammunition,
at a head and shoulder whenever I could see one rise
above the works - It was while peeping for one of these
that another ball passed through my hat, glancing
my forehead- My first impressions were that some
fellow had hit me on the head with a rail, but recovering from the blow, and remembering that this weapon
had gone entirely out of use, I concluded that the
“Saucy” Yanks were certainly in earnest, and that I
had better look “sharp’‘-or the next minute would be
my next [last.] The roar of musketry had so deafened
my ears that I could not by this time hear the whizzing
of the balls as they passed by and was, therefore,
troubled no longer by the noise of these unwelcome
visitors- Orders were given to forward, everybody
knew what to do, we moved rapidly on-some poor
fellow falling at every step- and unfortunately firing
as we advanced- I had arrived within twenty paces.
of the works, my gun loaded and at “trail Arms,” &
had determined not to fire again until I had reached
the works- Looking a short distance to my left, I saw
the Yankee line give way for a distance of about 30
feet, I turned to the left & made rush for that point,
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It was at this moment I received a ball in my left
knee, and retiring as fast as possible from the field,
and knew nothing of the result of the charge, until I
heard, with regret, that it was unsuccessful, charge
after charge is made and the night finds the Yankees
still in possession of the works- I lay just in rear of
our lines of battle all day-supposing that I was too
severely wounded to get off without assistance, in the
rain, all the while, indulging in the vain hope that
about night the firing would cease, and the ambulance
Corps be round to look up the wounded. But-this
was all a dream, for our fellows and the Yankees
kept up a continual fire all day & nearly all night and I
knew that as long as this was the case the Ambulance
Corps would not manifest a great deal of sympathy or
affection for me. I remained in the Rifle-pit all night,
with several others wounded and dead, chilled and
freezing from the cold rain that continued to fall and
the puddle of standing water beneath me, until about
an hour before day, the firing somewhat ceased and I
concluded to get off with my own help, if possibleI had a “presentiment” that that portion of our line
would have to be evacuated & the fear of being captured, no doubt, helped me out in my efforts to get
off- Procuring me a gun of which I made me a crutch,
I started off, but for a while made very slow progressFriday, May 13th
Daybreak finds me wending my way to the rear in
search of a hospital, having been passed by our boys,
falling back to a new line of entrenchments. It is in
vain that I make occasional inquiry for an Ambulance,
or a detail for the wounded, and it is evident that I
must “hobble” for some time & distance yet- I at
length arrive at Ramseur’s hospital, and sit down by
a fire to rest- I am worn out, and trembling from
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cold-my knee is paining me very much, and never
felt worse in my life- I think a cup of “hot Coffee”
would do me a great deal of good, but have none along.
I have no “Brandy” to administer in behalf of my
drooping spirits, and should certainly “take a Drink”
I think of my ‘“pipe”-a friend in adversity-but my
Tobacco is out. Just then I see two of the Ambulance
detail from my Regt. passing-each with large
bunches of the precious “weed,” which they had taken
from a barn close by - I called them by-got a supply
of tobacco-took a “smoke” informed them of my
condition, and with their assistance got back to the
hospital without serious difficulty- On arriving at
the Brigade Hospital, I took on “board” something
near “8 ozs” of the “Critter” which not only made me
feel much better, but came very near making me
“tight.” Through the kindness of a few friends, I
soon had breakfast prepared, and a “pallet” spread
upon which to rest my wearied limbs. The Surgeon
examined my wound, and on giving it, as his opinion,
that my leg was safe-of which I was very uneasyI felt a great deal better- I remained here about two
hours and then transferred to Divn. Hosp-some two
miles farther back-The tents had not been pitched
and we were laid out upon our blankets in the open
air-A heavy rain continues to fall in great quantities
for a couple of hours. I am compelled to take it all
though not without feeling that I have been badly
imposed upon-The evening is fair, and the birdsthose merry songsters of spring-begin to fill the
forest with the sweet notes of their cheerful songsBut, Alas! such melody only seems to render more
sad the heart, when everything around is suffering,
and Death-The wounded are suffering very much for
want of proper attention-there being but few attendants-and every effort is being made to transfer them
as soon as possible to the Depot, remain here several
days, hoping to get off in an ambulance but start fin-
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ally on the morning of the 19th in a wagon for Milford
Station, on the Richmond and Fredericksburg Rail
Road-about fifteen miles distant- We had not gone
far when we heard that the Yankees were looked for
at this place and we turned our direction for Chesterfield a station nearer Richmond & about twenty five
miles from where we started- It was a rugged road,
and the ungenerous old wagon-“jolted” as if its sympathies in this struggle were altogether NorthernWe arrived at the station about noon on the 20th
spending the evening and night under a shed-on the
evening of the next day (21st) about sundown were
placed on board the train & pushed off for Richmond,
arriving here at 12 o’clock-We were then carried
to the “Seabrook” Hospital and the nice attention we
received here formed quite a striking contrast with
the rough fare of a few days previous-So endeth
this chapter.
Note-The concluding passages suggest that the diary was
completed (or possibly written in its entirety) while my father
was convalescing in the Hospital at Richmond, and while the
daily events of the momentous two weeks were fresh in his
mind. The earlier entries may have been made in camp, or at
the field hospital. I have omitted a few personal expressions
which were obviously not intended for publication, also two
handdrawn maps (which cannot be reproduced here conveniently) showing the disposition of Longstreet’s, Ewell’s and Hill’s
troops, of the Confederate forces, from the 8th to the 12th of
May, 1864, at Spottsylvania C. H., and after the battle of the
12th.
If space permitted, I would be glad to record more fully
the devotion which my father and his brother (Nicholas 0.
Roberts) felt for some of their commanders referred to in the
foregoing pages, more particularly, “the brave Colonel Lightfoot,” of the 6 t h Alabama Regiment, and Generals Lee, Gordon, Rodes and Ramseur; not forgetting their boyhood friend,
and comrade, Samuel O. Hale-the “Sam” of the diary.
The reader may find an interesting account of these important battles in the life of General Lee, written by his
nephew and cavalry commander, Fitzhugh Lee, or in any one
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of many other authoritative biographies or histories of the
War for Southern Independence. I quote the following from
the work of General Fitzhugh Lee.
“Night came and both sides prepared for the morrow’s
desperate struggle, when Lee and Grant each proposed to ass u m e the offensive. It was a terrible region to receive or deliver battle: thousands of acres of tangled forest, interlaced
undergrowth, scrub oaks, dwarf pine and cedar, were on every
side, with here and there a few narrow roads * * * * Artillery
was but of little service, mounted cavalry none; no man could
command the battle, because no man saw but a few yards
around him. Two hundred thousand men were mixed up in a
wild, weird struggle, like a hall full of snakes with their tails
entwined * * *
“The wilderness was a tract of gloom, and over all was
the shadow of death. * * * * It was like a huge Indian fight,
and different from any other battle. The two days’ contest
[5th and 6th] on this unique ground can be compared to nothing in military records, ancient modern. Charges were made
and repulsed, the men in the lines scarcely seeing each other.
Soldiers fell, writhed and died unseen, their bodies lost in the
bushes, their death groans drowned in the steady, continuous,
never-ending crash.
“To add to the horrors, the woods caught fire and many
wounded men perished in the flames.” (General Lee, pages 329,
330 and 333.)

A. H. R.
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A CHECK-LIST OF EXTANT FLORIDA
NEWSPAPERS, 1845-1876
[This check-list has been compiled, after an extended search,
by Professor Elmer J. Emig, Head of the Department of Journalism, University of Florida, who is at work upon a history
of Florida newspapers and their editors from 1845. Professor
E m i g would be glad to hear of other Florida newspapers
or issues.]
ALLIGATOR
Columbia Democrat, (weekly)
Florida State Museum: 1858, May 16.
British Museum: 1858, Mar. 4.
J. C. Yonge (Pensacola): 1858, Mar. 27.
APALACHICOLA
Commercial Advertiser (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1 8 4 6 , Feb. 14, Mar. 7,
7,
21, Aug. 4-18, 31, Dec. 26; 1847, Jan. 2-Feb. 13, 27,
Mar. 6, Apr. 10, May 15, June 22, 29, July 17, Aug.
7
2, 14-Nov. 18; 1848, Feb. 3-May 18, June
1-17, July 1-29, Aug. 12, 19, Sept. 9, 16, Dec. 9;
18.49, Jan. 4 - 2 5 , Feb. 8, March 15. (90 issues)
State Hist. Soc. of Wisconsin: 1851, June 25.
British Museum: 2858, Mar. 10.
Florida State Library: 1845, Jan. 25-Feb. 8, 22-Mar.
29, Apr. 1 2 - M a y 3, 31, June 23, July 1 5 - N o v . 8,
2 2 - D e c . 13, 27; 1 8 4 6 - - J a n . 17, 3 1 - M a r . 28. (49
issues)
Star
the West (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1848, Aug. 16, Sept. 13, Oct. 25.
Am. Antiquarian Soc.: 1848, Sept. 13.
FERNANDINA
East Floridian (weekly)
Library of Congress : 1859, May 26
May 3 19. (80 issues)
J. C. Yonge: 1860, Mar. 1, 15-29, Apr. 12-26.

19,

Note-A similar check-list of Florida newspapers for the
period 1821-1845 will be found in Knauss, Territorial Florida
Journalism. (DeLand, Fla. State Hist. Soc. 1926)
1 dash indicates a complete file between the dates which
it ties.
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Florida News (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1858, Feb. 10, 17, Mar. 2 - J u n e
9, 23, 30, July- 14-Aug. 11, 25, Sept. 7, Oct. 20-Nov.
25, Dec. 9-30; 1859, Jan. 20-Feb. 24, Mar. 10-May
19.
(53
issues)
British Museum: 1858, Mar. 17.
Island City (weekly)
Florida Hist. Soc.: 1870, June 30, Sept. 20.
Observer (weekly)
Florida Hist. Soc.: 1874, Sept. 5; 1875, June 5, 12, Sept.
4, Oct. 2; 1876, Jan. 29, Feb. 12.
New York Hist. Soc. : 1873, Jan. 18.
Peninsula (weekly)
Am. Antiquarian Soc.: 1863, July 2, Sept. 3.
New York Hist. Soc.: 1863, May 14, 21.
Massachusetts Hist. Soc. : 1863, June 4, Aug. 13, 20,
Sept. 17, 24, Oct. 15-29, Dec. 24.
GAINESVILLE
Cotton States (weekly)
New York Pub. Lib.: 1862, June 21.
Confederate Museum (Richmond) : 1864, June 4.
Valentine Museum (Richmond) : 1864, Mch. 19, May 7,
21-June 18.
New Era (weekly)
J. C. Yonge: 1867, May 18.
Florida State Museum : 1 8 6 0 , July 8; 1866, Nov. 23;
1867, Oct. 5; 1873, Aug. 30.
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, Mar. 22.
HALIFAX RIVER
Halifax Settler (weekly)
Florida State Museum: 1875, Feb.
JACKSONVILLE
Florida N e w s (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1855, Jan 1-15, Jan. 2 9 - M a y
28, June l&-July 9, July 23, 30, Aug. 13-Oct. 1, 15Dec. 10, 24, 31; 1854, Jan. 21-July 1, 15-Aug. 19,
Sept. 9, 16, 30, Dec. 9, 23; 1855, Jan. 5-Apr. 14, May
19-Aug. 11, Sept. 1, 15-Nov. 10, 23, 30, Dec. 15, 22;
1856, Jan. 12, 26, Feb. 23, Mar. 15, 29-June 7, 21, 28,
July 12-Aug. 9, 23, 30, Sept. 20-Nov. 15, 29-Dec.
13; 1857, Jan. 3, 17-Feb. 21, Mar. 7 9, 30, July
18, 25, Aug. 1, 8, Sept. 26, Oct. 10, Dec. 12, 19, 26.
(193 issues)
Am. Antiquarian Soc. : 1852, July 3.
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, May 4.
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Florida Republican (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1848, July 20, Aug. 3, Sept. 28,
Nov. 30, Dec. 14, 21; Jan. 4 - 1 8 , Feb. 1-15, Mar.
1-15, 29, May 3, 17, 31, June 14, July 26, Aug. 9, 30,
Sept. 6, 13, Dec. 6, 13; 1850, Jan. 3-24, Feb. 7 - 2 1 ,
Mar. 7-21, Apr. 2, 9, 23-Aug. 15, 29, Sept. 26, Oct.
3, 17-Dec. 19; 1851, Jan. 2, 9, 23-Feb. 20, Mar. 5Aug.28,Sept. 11-Dec.4,1853-Aug.
18, Sept. 1
30, Apr. 13-Nov. 9, 231 8 5 5 - N o v . 1 , 1 5 - D e c . 20; Jan. 3 - A p r . 16, May
5 - O c t . 1, Nov. 5 - D e c . 10, 2 3 - 1 8 5 7 , Apr. 1. (326
issues)
Historical Soc. of Wisconsin: 1852, Sept. 4.
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, Feb. 5.
Am. Antiquarian Soc.: 1851, Mar. 6, Apr. 10 1,
1 5 - J u n e 26, July 17, 31, Aug. 14, 21, Sept. 4, Oct.
23, 30, Nov. 13; 1852, Jan. 2, 15, 29, Feb. 19, 26, Apr.
8, June 17, July l-29, Aug. 12-Oct. 7, 21, Nov. 4, 11,
25, Dec. 2, 16, 30; 1858, Jan. 13-27, Feb. 10, 24-Mar.
24, Apr. 7
5, 19, 26-June 16; 1855, Apr. 5.
(68 issues)
British Museum:
Mar. 24.
Florida T i m e s (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1865, Oct. 5, 12, Dec. 7 , 14, 28;
1866, Jan, 25, May 3-24, June 14-July 26. (17 issues)
Florida
(weekly, semi-weekly, and daily)
Library of Congress: Dec. 31; 1 8 6 5 , Feb. 11, 18,
Mar. 11-Apr. 8, 22, May 6, 27, June 3, 17-July 1,
15, Aug. 5, 1 9 - S e p t . 16, 3 0 - Nov. 18, Dec. 2 - 3 0 ;
1866, Feb. 3, May 5, 12, 26, June 2-23, July 7-28;
1868, Feb. 22-Apr. 18, May 27-Sept. 3 (semi-weekly) Sept. 9-Oct. 7, 21-Dec. 2, 6, 13-30; (99 issues) ;
(daily) Jan. 1 - S e p t . 6, 8-10, 12-24, 26, 2 8 Oct. 3, 5-Dec. 14, 16, 17, 20, 22-31.
Am. Antiquarian Soc. : 1871, Nov. 18; 1876, Sept. 16.
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, Jan. 23, Apr. 15.
Herald (weekly)
J. C. Yonge: 1865, Sept. 15.
Mercury (weekly)
Am. Antiquarian S o c . :
Jan 18.
New South (weekly and semi-weekly)
Library of Congress: 1874 (semi-weekly) July 15Nov. 29, Dec. 5, 12, 19; Jan. 2, 9, 16, 23, 27, Feb.
10, 13, 17, 27-Mar. 27, Apr. 7, 10, 17, (weekly) May
5 - J u n e 23. (69 issues)
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News (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1845, Dec. 19; 1846, Jan. 23-Mar.
20, Apr. 3 - M a y 1, 1 5 - A u g . 21, Sept. 11, Oct. 1 6 Nov. 20, Dec. 4 1847-Mar. 26, Apr. 9, 23-June 18,
July 2-1848, Jan, 1, 29-Oct. 27, Nov. 11-Dec. 23;
1849, Jan. 6-Apr. 7, May 4-Sept. 1, 15, 29, Oct. 6,
2 0 - N o v . 10, 2 4 - D e c . 29; Jan. 5, 19, Feb. 2 Apr. 6, 20-May 18, June 8, 22-Aug. 3, 17-Sept. 14;
1851, Jan. 4, Mar. 1, 8, Apr. 19-June 14, 23-Dec. 27.
(250 issues)
J. C. Yonge: 1851, Jan. 18, 25, Feb. 15-May 28, July
19-Aug. 25, Nov. l-1852-Jan. 10, 31, Feb. 28, Mar.
13. (38 issues)
Yale Univ. Lib.: 1846, Jan. 9, 16.
Am. Antiquarian Soc.: 1848, Feb. 19, 26, May 20, July 8.
Peninsula (weekly)
Massachusetts Hist. Soc.: 1864, Mar. 24-Apr. 14.
St. John’s Mirror (weekly)
Am. Antiquarian Soc.: 1861, May 7, July 17.
Standard (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1859, Feb. 24, Mar. 3-24, Apr.
21, May 5, 12.
Tri-weekly Sun (three times a week)
Florida Hist. Soc.: 1876, Jan. 2 2 - J u l y 20. (77 issues)
Am. Antiquarian Soc.: 1876, Aug. 22.
KEY WEST
Dispatch (weekly)
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, Jan. 4.
Gazette (weekly)
Library of Congress:
Dec. 6, 13.
Guardian (weekly)
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, Jan. 18.
LAKE CITY
Columbian (weekly)
Confederate Museum (Richmond) : 1862, Nov. 20; 1863,
Sept. 23, Oct. 21.
LIVE OAK
Times (weekly)
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, Mar. 22.
MARIANNA
Courier (weekly)
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, Mar. 13.
Florida Whig (weekly)
Library of
1847, Dec. 29;
Feb.
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Apr. 12, 26-May 10, 24, June 17, 24, July 1, 15, 29,
Aug. 5, 12, Dec. 16, 30; 1849, Jan. 20, Feb. 24, Mar.
3. (28 issues)
Am. Antiquarian Soc. : 1847, Dec. 29; 1852, June 19.
MICANOPY
Cotton States (weekly)
J. C. Yonge: 1861, Sept. 28.
MONTICELLO
Advertiser (weekly)
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, May 16.
Family Friend (weekly)
Florida Hist. Soc.: 1859, Feb. 22
Dec. 21. (149 issues)
NEWNANSVILLE
Florida Dispatch (weekly)
Florida State Museum: 1860, May 11; 1867, May 11;
1873, Jan. 11.
NEWPORT
Gazette (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1846, Dec. 15, 22; 1 8 4 7 , Jan. 5,
19, 26, Feb. 16, 23, July 20, Aug. 31, Sept. 14
12, 26. (16 issues)
Wakulla Times (weekly)
Am. Antiquarian Soc. : 1852, June 16; 1858, Mar. 31.
British Museum: 1858, Apr. 14, June 23.
OCALA
Argus (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1848, Jan. 29, Feb. 26, Mar. 27,
May 25, June 8.
J. G. Glass (Orlando) : 1849, Dec. 13; 1850, Oct. 19.
Conservator (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1851, Oct. 22.
Am. Antiquarian Soc.: 1852, June 23.
J. G. Glass (Orlando) : 1852, July 21.
Duke Univ. Lib.: 1851, Nov. 19; 1852, Feb. 11, Mar. 24,
Apr. 21.
East Florida Banner (weekly)
New York Hist. Soc.: 1878, Mar. 1.
Florida Home Companion (weekly)
J. C. Yonge: 1858, Apr. 6.
Florida Mirror (weekly)
Duke Univ. Lib.: 1853, July 8, Aug. 19, Oct. 14, Dec. 9,
30.
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Marion Star (weekly)
Duke Univ. Lib.: 1851, July 2.
ORANGE COUNTY
South Florida Journal (weekly)
Sanford (Fla.) Pub. Lib.: 1874, May 16.
PALATKA
Whig Banner (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1846, June 21, July 7, 14, 28, Dec.
22; 1847, Jan. 26.
Eastern Herald (weekly)
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, Apr. 5.
J. C. Yonge: 1874, Apr. 18.
PALMETTO
Herald (weekly)
Confederate Museum (Richmond) : 1864, July 18.
PENSACOLA
Florida Democrat (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1846, Jan. 23, Feb. 13-27, Mar.
25-Apr. 22, May 6, 20, 27, June 12, July 1, 15, 22.
(17 issues)
Florida State Lib.: 1845, Nov. 28, Dec. 19; 1846, Jan. 9,
16, 30, Feb. 13, 27, Mar. 6.
Florida Democrat and Mechanic’s and Workmen’s Advocate
(weekly)
Library of Congress: 1848, July 13, 20, Aug. 10, 17, 24;
1849, Jan. 18, Feb. 22, Mar. 15, 29.
American Antiquarian Soc.: 1848, Aug. 10; 1856, Apr. 3.
Florida Express (weekly)
J. C. Yonge: 1871, Sept. 2, 9; 1872, Apr. 20; 1875, Aug.
28.
Gazette (weekly)
J. C. Y o n g e : 1845, Jan. 4 - M a r . 15, 2 9 - 1 8 4 6 - ( a l l ) 1847 l848
l849
24,Apr.7
16, 30
21, Aug. 4-25, Sept. 8-Nov. 24, Dec. 8,
15, 29; 1850, Jan. 12-Mar. 9, 23-Apr. 20, May 4, 11,
25, June 1, 15, 29, July 2 0 - A u g . 31, Sept. l 4
Jan. 11, 25 - Mar. 1, 15 l852
1854
1858
27; 1860, Sept. 28. (673 issues)
Florida State Lib.: 1845, Feb. 1.
Library of Congress: 1845, Jan. 4 15, Mar. 8, 29,
Apr. 5-26, June 14, 28, July 19, 26, Aug. 2, Nov. 29,
Dec. 20, 27; 1846, Jan. 2 - M a y 9, 2 3 - J u l y 4, 1 8 Aug. 8,
Jan. 9-30, Feb. 13, 27, Mar. 6, May
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1, July 17, 24, Aug. 7, 21, Sept. 4 16, Nov. 6-20;
1848, Jan. 8, Feb. 5,12,26-Aug. 19, Dec. 16-30; 1849,
Jan. 13-27, Feb. 10-24, Sept. l 8, 29; 1850, Jan.
12-Mar. 16, 30-June 29, July 13-Aug. 24, Sept. 7Dec. 21; 1851, Jan. 18, Feb. 22-Mar. 8, 22-May 17,
31-Aug. 30, Sept. 13-27, Oct. 11
19, July
3-1853, Jan. 8-Feb. 19, Mar. 5-May 7, 21-July 9,
3 0 - S e p t . 3, 1 7 - O c t . 8; 1857, F e b . 28, June 6, 27,
Oct. 10. (308 issues)
Am. Antiquarian Soc. : 1847, J a n . 9; 1848, M a y 1 3 ;
1856, Mar. 9.
Live Oak (semi-weekly)
Library of
1847, Sept. 22, Oct. 6, 8, 13.
Neutral (weekly)
Library of 1848, Feb. 1 5 - A p r . 11, May 223. (12 issues)
Observer (weekly)
J. C. Yonge: 1870, Aug. 18.
West Florida Commercial (Pensacola Commercial) (3 issues
a week and weekly)
J. C. Yonge: 1868, Oct. 12; 1871, Feb.
West Florida Times (weekly).
Library of Congress: 1857, Jan. 6, 20, Feb. 17, Mar. 17.
QUINCY
Dispatch (semi-weekly)
J. C. Yonge: 1865, Mar. 15.
Journal (weekly)
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, Jan. 31.
Republic (weekly)
Duke Univ. Lib.: 1861, Apr. 6.
Times (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1848, May 13, 20.
ST. AUGUSTINE
Ancient City (weekly)
J. C. Yonge: 1850, Jan. 5, 12, 26, Feb. 9-Apr. 13, 27May 18, June 1-29, July 13-Aug. 31, Sept. 14, 28Nov. 16, 30, Dec. 21; 1851, Jan. 4, June 14, J u l y 5 Oct. 18, Nov. 1, 15, Dec. 6, 13, 27; 1852, Jan. 3-Apr.
24, May 8 - D e c . 11; 1853, Jan. 8
17; 1854,
Jan. 14, May 20, Nov. 18, Dec. 9. (167 issues).
Library of Congress: 1854, June 24.
Massachusetts Hist. Soc.: 1855, Feb. 17.
St. Augustine Examiner (weekly)
J. C. Yonge: 1859, Oct. 29, Nov. 12, 26 1860-Jan. 21,
Feb. 4-June 9, 23-July Aug. 4, 11, 25-Dec. 29;
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1861, Jan. 19-Feb. 16, Mar. 2-May 18, June 8-29;
1866, Sept. 8 - N o v . 24, Dec. 15, 29 ; 1867, Jan. 5 June 15, 29
20, July 4- 12, 26; 1869,
Jan. 16-Feb. 27, Mar. 13-Apr. 10, May 8, 22, June
5-Aug. 21, Sept. 4- 13, 27-Dec. 11; 1871, Dec.
16; 1873, Jan. 11, Oct. 4; 1874, May 23. (236 issues)
Library of Congress: 1867, Jan. 5, 12, Mar. 9, 23; 1868,
Apr. 11, 18; 1869, Feb. 20. (7 issues)
Am. Antiquarian Soc.: 1860, Apr. 28.
Florida Examiner (published by Fourth New Hampshire
regiment)
New York Hist. Soc.: 1862, Apr. 16, May 1, 8.
Florida Herald
Southern Democrat (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1845, Jan. 14, 28, Feb. 1 8 , 25,
Mar. 18, Apr. 15 6, 20, June 3, 10, 24, Dec. 2, 23;
1846, Jan. 2 7 - M a y 5, 2 6 - A u g . 18, Sept. 1, 8, Nov.
3, Dec. 22, 29; 1847, Jan. 5-Feb. 23, Mar. 23-Apr.
6, May 11, 18, July 6 - 2 0 , Aug. 3, 17, Sept. 21, 28,
Oct. 12-26, Nov. 2-16; 1848, Feb. 1-Mar. 28, Apr.
11-June 13, 27, July 20, Aug. 9, 23, Sept. 7, 21, Nov.
2-23, D e c . 4-14; 1849, Jan. 24, F e b . 16, 23. (106
issues)
Florida State Lib.: 1845, July 15, 22.
J. C. Yonge: 1847, Dec. 28; 1848, Dec. 21; 1849, Mar. 10.
Am. Antiquarian Soc.: 1847, Jan. 19.
Florida Press (weekly)
New York Hist. Soc.: 1878, Feb. 1.
Am. Antiquarian Soc.: 1876, Mar. 4.
News (weekly)
J. C. Yonge: 1845, Jan. 4-Apr. 26, May 10, 31, June 7,
28-July 26. (25 issues)
Library of Congress: 1845, Jan. 11-Feb. 15, Mar. 8,
29-Apr. 12, 26, May 3, 17, 24, June 7, 14, 28, Aug.
3 0 , Sept. 6. (19 issues)
Florida State Lib.: 1845, May 10, 31, June l4-28, July
12-Sept. 13, Oct. 4, 25, Nov. 8, 15, Dec. 12, 19; 1846,
Jan. 2, 16, 30, Feb. 13-27. (27 issues)
Florida ( w e e k l y , semi-weekly, and 3 issues a week)
Library of Congress: 1845, Nov. 4, Dec. 2-30; 1846,
Jan. 6 - J u l y 21, Aug. 4 - 1 8 , Sept. 8, Dec. 22, 29;
1847, Jan. 5-Mar. 23, Apr. 13-May 4, 18, 25, June
8, 15, 29-Aug. 3, 17, 31, Sept. 14-Nov. 16; 1848, Feb.
8-May 9, 23, June 13, 27-Aug. 22, Oct. 23, 30, Nov.
14-28, Dec. 12-26; 1849, Jan. 2-30, Feb. 13-Mar.
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27; Jan. 1, 1 5 - A p r . 23, May 7 - J u l y 23, Aug.
13, 20, Sept. 3 - D e c . 24; Jan. 7 - J u l y 15, Aug.
5 - O c t . 14, 2 8 - 1 8 5 2 - F e b . 3, 1 7 - D e c . 21; 1853, Jan.
4-Mar. 22; 1861, Sept 17; 1876, May 13. (284 issues)
J. C. Yonge: 1854, May 30-1855-Feb. 20, Mar. 6-Dec.
25; 1 8 6 2 , Jan. 7 - J u l y 15, 29, Aug. 5, 1 9 - D e c . 23;
1863, Jan. 6-Mar. 17, 31-Dec. 8; 1866, (three times
a week) Jan. 2 - M a y 26, 2 9 - J u n e 12, 1 6 - N o v . 6;
1867, (semi-weekly) Jan. 22, 29-Feb. 26, Mar. 5, 12Apr. 23, 3 0 - M a y 14, 2 1 - J u n e 24, July 8 - A u g . 1,
8-Oct. 7 (weekly) Nov. 15-Dec. 5, 19-1868-Jan.
2, 30, Feb. 13-Mar. 19, Apr. 2-30, May 21-June 25,
July 9 - S e p t . 10, 24, Oct. 1; Jan. 1 ( a l l ) - 1 8 7 1
( a l l ) - 1 8 7 2 ( a l l ) - 1 8 7 3 , Jan. 4; Jan. 31, Feb. 28,
Mar. 7, May 2, 9, June 20, 27, July 11, 18, Aug. 1, 8,
22-Oct. 17, 31-Nov. 7, 21, Dec. 5-19; 1875, Jan. 2,
30, Feb. 6, Mar. 6, May 1-15, 29-June 12, July 3Oct. 2, Nov. 13; 1876, Jan. 1 - D e c . 30. (674 issues)
David S. W a l k e r Library, Tallahassee: 1 8 7 1 , Feb. 4,
Mar. 11, 25, Apr. 1-15, May 1 3 - 2 7 , June 1 0 - 2 4 ,
July 1, 8, Aug. 12, 19, Sept. 2, 23-Oct. 21, Nov. 41876-Jan. 29, Feb. 19, 26, Mar. 25-Apr. 8, 29, May
13-Nov. 4, 18-Dec. 2, 16-30. (74 issues)
Am. Antiquarian Soc. : 1846, Mar. 17; 1871, Nov. 18.
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, Feb. 22.
British Museum:
Mar. 2, 9.
Florida State Library: 1845, Jan. 28, Feb. 25, Mar. 11,
Apr. 15, 29, May 13-June 3, 24-July 15, 29-Aug.
12, Sept. 16, 23, Oct. 7-21, Nov. 18-1846-Jan. 6, 27,
Mar. 10; Feb. 1-12, Mar. 19, Apr. 2, 30, May
3, 21, 31 6, 13, July 8, 22, 29, Aug. 8, 15, Sept.
2 , 19, 2 6 - O c t . 7. (58 issues)
Southern
(weekly)
Library of Congress: 1846, Jan. 1 3 - J u l y 7, 21, Aug.
11, Sept. 1-29, Oct. 13-Nov. 3, 24-Dec. 15; 1847,
Jan. 5, 19-Apr. 6, 20, 27, May 11-June 28, July 12Sept. 20, Oct. 11-Nov. 22; 1848, Feb. 7-28, Mar. 13May 29, June 1 2 - A u g . 7, 21, Sept. 11, Nov. 6-27,
Dec. 11, 25; 1849, Jan. 1. (117 issues)
Am. Antiquarian Soc. : 1846, May 12.
Floridian (and Journal) (weekly and semi-weekly)
1 8 4 5 , N o v . 1, 2 2 - D e c . 20;
Library of Congress :
Jan. 1 0 - A u g . 22, Oct. 3 - 1 8 4 7 - O c t .
Dec. 11, 23, 30; 1849, Jan. 6-Oct. 13, 27-Dec. 28;
1850, Jan. 12-Feb. 16, Mar. 2-Aug. 17, 31-Oct. 5,

,
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1 9 - 1 8 5 1 - J a n . 25, Feb. 8 - O c t . 18, Nov. 1 - D e c . 6,
20-1852-Mar. 20, Apr. 3-June 26, July 10-Sept.
1 1 , Oct. 2, 3 0 - D e c . 18; 1859, Jan. 1 - F e b . 5, 1 9 Apr. 23, May 7 - O c t . 29, Nov. 1 2 - 1 8 5 4 - ( a l l ) 1 8 5 5 - ( a l l ) - l 8 5 6 - F e b . 22, Mar. 8 - J u n e 14, 2 8 July 19, Aug. 1-Oct. 11, 25-1857-Jan. 17, 31-Mar.
14, 28-1858-Apr. 10, 24-May 8, 22-July 10, 24, 31,
Aug. 15-29, Sept. 11-1859-Apr. 30, May 14-Nov.
12, 26-l860-Feb. 24, March 10-July 28, Aug. 11Oct. 13, 27-Dec. 22. (741 issues)
J . C. Y o n g e : 1851, Jan. 4 - J u l y 26, Aug. 9 - S e p t . 6,
20-Oct. 18, Nov. 8,29, Dec. 6,20-l852-July 24; 1861,
Nov. 21; 1862, July 26. (semi-weekly) 1865, Sept 26,
Oct. 24, 27, Nov. 3-Dec. 5, 12-19, 26; 1866, Jan. 5,
9, 16, 26-Mar. 2, 9-27, Apr. 13-June 15, 21-Aug.
6, 16-Sept. 21, 28-Oct. 19, 30-Nov. 16, 23, 30-Dec.
25; 1867, Jan. 4 - J u l y 2, 9 - N o v . 5, 12, ( w e e k l y ) 1868-(all)-1869-July 13, Aug. 10-Nov. 30; 1870,
Jan. 25-Mar. 1, 15, 29-1871-Dec. 19; 1872, Jan.
2, 9, 23 - 1873 - (all) - 1874 - (all) - 1875 - Oct. 5, 19Nov. 30, Dec. 14-1876-Jan. 18, Feb. 8-Mar. 7, 21May 16, 30-July 4, 18, Aug. 8-Nov. 21, Dec. 5-26.
(718 issues)
State Hist. Soc. of Wisconsin: 1848, Mar. 25.
David S. Walker Library: 1867, Feb. 1 2 - A p r . 16, 2 3 June 25, July 2, 9-Sept. 6; 1868, Aug. 11-Nov. 10,
24-Dec. 29; 1871, Jan. 3, 10, 24-Feb. 28, Apr. 4Aug. 22, Sept. 5-Oct. 3, 17-Dec. 12, 26; 1872, Aug.
13-Nov. 12, Dec. 3-31; 1874, Jan. 20-Mar. 10, 24,
Apr. 7, May 5, 19-June 30, Aug. 4, 25, Sept. 8, 15,
Oct. 6-20, Nov. 3-Dec. 29; 1875, Jan. 12-Feb. 16,
Mar. 2, 9, 23-May 25, June 15, 29-July 20, Aug. 3,
10, 31. (200 issues)
Am. Antiquarian Soc. : 1846, Mar. 14, 21; 1847, Jan. 9,
16, 3 0 - F e b . 13, Mar. 6 - 2 0 , Apr. 3 - 1 7 , May 8, 15,
29, Aug. 21, Sept. 18, 25, Oct. 30; 1848, Feb. 5, 1 9 Mar. 25, Apr. 8 - 2 2 , May 20, June 3 - J u l y 1, 2 2 Aug. 19, Sept. 30, Oct. 21, Nov. 4-25, Dec. 9, 30; 1849,
Jan. 6, 13, 2 7 - F e b . 10, 24, Mar. 3; 1852, June 19;
1855, Jan 6 - F e b . 3, 1 7 - A u g . 18, Sept. 1, 8, 2 9 Nov. 17, Dec. 15, 22; 1866, May 18. (103 issues)
Star of Florida (weekly)
Library of Congress: 1845, Jan. 3-17, 31-Feb. 14, 28,
Mar. 14, 28, Apr. 4, 18-May 2, 16-30, June 13-27,
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Aug. 1, 8, 29, Sept. 12, 26, Oct. 10, 17, 31-Nov. 21,
Dec. 5 - 1 9 . (32 issues)
TAMPA
Tampa Herald (weekly)
J. C. Yonge: 1854 Oct. 25.
Florida Peninsular
New York Hist. Soc.: 1873, Feb. 5.
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GENERAL WILKINSON’S OCCUPATION OF
MOBILE, APRIL, 1813
Mobile 24th. April 1813
[James Innerarity to John Forbes]

Dear Sir
Before this can reach you it is more than probable you will have learnt the change that has taken
place here-Rumors of an intended attack from the
Americans had been afloat for some days previous
which on the morning of the 12th. were converted
into certaintyGeneral Wilkinson with about 800 Veteran troops,
five Gunboats & a proportion of artillery had arrived
in the Bay on the afternoon of the 11th. & that night
disembarked at Lana [?] Mandeville- Besides these
he had four hundred troops & artillery that had been
marched down on the other side from Fort Stoddart &
took post at the Village to cut off the communication
with PensacolaOn the forenoon of the 12th. therefore he sent a
summons to Perez, the Commandant to evacuate the
Fort & retire to the East of Perdido- On receiving
it that Officer went out to the Camp, had a conversation with the General, at which I understand a kind of
Capitulation was agreed on and in Consequence of it on
the afternoon of the 15th. the Fort being evacuated by
the Spanish Garrison who embarked for Pensacola
Note-This letter is in continuation of the series of documents, survivals of the records of Panton, Leslie and Company
preserved by the family of John Innerarity, a partner of that
firm and its successor John Forbes and Company, the publication of which has been continuous in the QUARTERLY. These
are in the possession of Mrs. John W. Greenslade, who has
transcribed them.
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was taken possession of by the Americans without any
fighting or disturbanceEverything has remained quiet since, no one is
molested in person or property & the Civil Government is about to be organisedThe Invasion of the [illegible] & its tame surrender have however, as I am informed occasioned great
indignation in Pensacola, but that indignation is likely as heretofore to evaporate in words- It was at one
time said that the Governor had called on the Creeks
to take up arms but this has been contradicted, & I
rejoice at it, for the Americans only want a pretence
of that kind to take possession of Pensacola alsoI have remained during these transactions perfectly Neutral making myself neither officious or conspicuous on one side or the other & I hope by persevering in this line of conduct to steer clear of present
difficulties.
My brother and myself claim Spanish Citizenship
by’residence, of which we obtained on petition to the
Governor a declaratory Act or decree immediately
after the publication of the Constitution October lastIf as you formerly signified to me your intention
of doing you have taken a similar step. A certified
copy of the Act granted to you might eventually be
very useful in this quarter, & I would wish you to send
it on by all means & as speedily as possible ; for altho’
our new Authorities shew me a fair face, I know
Malignity is in the hearts of many of them, and as the
time for oppression by open force is past, it is to be
feared recourse will be had to the acts of legal chicane-The General, I Except entirely from this suspicion, but his power of conferring benefit or doing injury is now overI have seen him but Seldom, he always expresses
however the strongest regard for you & desire to promote your interest if it lay in his power-
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The land Commissioner Mr. Crawford, a near relation, I believe, of Crawford the Georgia Member is
arrived & will open his office in the course of next
month-he is a young man, a lawyer by profession &
from his appearance I have formed a favorable opinion of himOn my return from New Orleans to which place
I sett off in two days-I shall present all our claims
in this districtThe Fort Stoddart mail having failed four times
successively, no late information has reached this
from your quarter-I am extremely anxious to learn
your present political situation, whether you have recovered your property or whether it is still depending
on the Ultimate Political views of the. U. S.
This will be forwarded by my brother either via
Savannah or Prospect Bluff. The conveyance by mail
being at present so very uncertain- If any perfectly
safe opportunity occurs of writing this way, I would
beg you to send back the last Original partnership
agreement after taking a notarial copy of it. It may
& probably will be wanted in the settlement of W. S.'s
[William Simpson] Estate-I have as yet had no
answer to the letter that I wrote to his Mother & forwarded from New Orleans the 2nd. of March, but this
may have been occasioned by the failure of the MailI shall write you again from New Orleans & meantime
remain as ever,
My Dear Sir,
Most truly Yours,
James Innerarity.
John Forbes Esquire.
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TO THE MEMBERS
The annual meeting of the Florida Historical Society, for the election of officers and other business,
will be held at its headquarters in the Willow Branch
Library of the Jacksonville Public Library, Park and
Cherry streets, on Tuesday, November 15, 1932, at
eleven o’clock A.M. All members are urged to attend
or to mail an appointment of proxy in the form below.
FRANCIS M. WILLIAMS, Secretary
October 15, 1932.

I hereby constitute and appoint

in my place and stead to vote and act upon any and all
questions arising at the meeting of the Florida Historical Society (or its adjourned meeting) to be held
at Jacksonville, Florida, on Tuesday, November 15,
1932; hereby ratifying and confirming all votes and
acts of my said proxy at said meetings.
(signed)

(date)

Mail to Francis M. Williams

Secretary, Florida Historical Society
307 Peninsular Life Building
Jacksonville, Florida
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